AIRPLANE	£
Among less common types of airplanes are
amphibious craft that are flying boats
equipped with wheels, which are equally at
home on the ground or water; and the auto-
giro, a comparatively slow speed craft whose
supporting airfoils consist of several rotat-
ing vanes, a feature that permits slow, almost
vertical landings, and steep ascents at the
take-off. This machine is so far the closest
practical approach to the "helicopter" that
would be capable of vertical ascent and of
hovering over one spot.
In America, Europe and Japan the air-
plane industry has assumed large propor-
tions. The use of airplanes has become com-
paratively common for carrying the mail,
mapping and other photographic purposes,
sight seeing, crop dusting, forest fire patrol,
weather observations, law enforcement, bor-
der patrol, carrying the sick, and for trans-
portation to remote regions. The airplane
has also proved to be a valuable aid in explor-
ation and archeologieal research. Both poles
had been crossed by air and airplanes were
used by such expeditions as ByrdVtwo trips
to explore Antarctica.
Modern military planes are of various spe-
cialized types ranging from small, high speed
pursuit planes to gigantic bombers which
carry several tons of bombs at speeds in ex-
cess of 200 miles per hour and a large
crew equipped with machine guns to ward
off air attacks. One type of seaplane carries
a torpedo which it can launch into the water
from, a low altitude. In naval operations
seaplanes are catapulted from the decks of
ships and land planes fly off from carrier
ships that are actually high speed mobile
flying fields. Small aircraft have been car-
ried and launched from airships and sub-
marines. In England a military airplane
has left the ground and maneuvered entirely
by radio control with no human pilot on
board.
Present Extent of Air Travel. The great
air lines of the United States carry annually
half a million passengers, seven million
pounds of mail, and nearly three million
pounds of express in 42 million miles of
flight over 19,000 miles of airways lighted by
beacons for night flying. Part of this serv-
ice included operations to Canada, Mexico,
Cuba, and Latin-America countries. Prep-
arations have been made for airplane service
to China via Hawaii and the Philippines.
Aids to safety and navigation on domestic
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airways included radio communication sta-
tions, radio course beams, intermediate and
emergency fields at short distances along the
airways, and a complete and rapid radio
weather reporting service. Means were de-
vised by which a pilot could land "blind" at
a fog-shrouded airport by guiding his plane
by radio signals. Research was being con-
ducted for a practical airplane height indi-
cator that would show proximity to the
ground instead of altitude above sea level.
The most valuable of all safety devices is
the parachute, a large umbrella-shaped cloth
which distends itself when released and al-
lows the wearer to float somewhat gently to
the ground from an airplane that has be-
come disabled in the air.
A modern metal air liner, powered with
two 700-horse-power engines, and carrying a
crew of three, 14 passengers, as well as mail
and express, spans the continent in 15 hours.
Its landing wheels are retractable into the
engine nacelles to complete the streamlining,
and it is equipped with trailing wing flaps
that act as air brakes for reducing speed in
effecting a landing. An automatic mechanism
flies the plane and keeps it on its course while
the human pilot busies himself with com-
municating -with ground stations and other
airplanes by radio, receiving- radioed weather
reports, and charting his course. The instru-
ment panel contains among other controls
instruments that tell him his speed and direc-
tion of flight and the altitude of the airplane
on both axes. These enable him to keep the
airplane in level flight even though his vision
is obscured by clouds or fog. If one motor
should fail the other is sufficient to keep the
plane aloft until a regular field is reached.
Indications are that with the years faster
and faster safe speeds will be attained in pas-
senger transports by flying higher to take
advantage of the lessened air resistance at
great heights. Engineers contemplate en-
closing tthe passengers and crew in "pressure"
cabins in which a comfortable atmospheric
pressure is maintained although on long
flights an airplane might cruise at altitudes
as high as 35,000 feet. See balloon ; dirigi-
ble balloon ; plying, story op.
AIB PLANTS, or EPIPHYTES, ep' i
fites, plants that grow upon other plants or
trees, apparently without receiving any
nourishment otherwise than from the air.
The conditions necessary to the growth of
such plants are excessive heat and moisture,

